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Abstract

The problem of the behavior of the vector s, defined by Bown and Gay (1958), in the
reciprocal lattice of the intermediate plagioclases is outlined, and the advantages of (1)
examining a cogenetic series of plagioclases, and (2) using the technique of selected area
electron diffraction are pointed out.

The experimental method is described, and the results obtained are presented for a suite of
metamorphic plagioclases of compositions An34, An37, An45, An52, An54, An61, and An69.
The computer program written to perform the necessary calculations, and to estimate the
errors involved, is described in the Appendix. The results indicate that s does not vary
continuously across the intermediate plagioclase range, but shows a discontinuity at a compo-
sition of -An50.

Several specimens from different localities are discussed, with reference to (l) comparison
with data determined from single crystal X-ray work, (2) the importance of a common history,
so that An content is the only variable, and (3) the determination of the compositions co-
existing across the l lggild and Huttenlocher unmixing gaps.

Introduction
One of the most crit ical areas of the feldspar sys-

tem is the ' intermediate plagioclase series,' that is,
plagioclases within the composition range 25 to 75
percent anorthite which have equil ibrated at low to
moderate temperatures. These are characterized by
their unique diffraction patterns, described, for ex-
ample,  by Chao and Taylor  (1940),  Gay (1956),  and
Bown and Gay (1958), and thoroughly reviewed by
Smith (1974).

There is considerable evidence that the inter-
mediate plagioclases do not form a continuously
va ry ing  so l i d  so lu t i on  se r i es ,  bu t  exh ib i t  a
discontinuity at a composition of approximately 50
percent anorthite (An50), as summarized below.

(l) The cell parameters, and hence the I and B
functions defined by Smith and Gay (1958) to de-
scribe the structural state, all show a discontinuity at
approximately An50. In the suite of plagioclases in-
vestigated for this study, and described below, such a
discontinuity was established from X-ray diffracto-
meter results.

(2) The behavior of plagioclases on ordering from
the high temperature CI structure to the (e) type
superstructure modulatin g an IT lattice appears to be
different for specimens with An ( 45 from that for

more calcic samples, as discussed by McConnell
(1972a).

(3) It is probable that the compositional unmixing
exhibited by certain labradorites, referred to as the
Bdggild intergrowth, after Bdggild (1924), also
points to a structural misfit across the unmixing gaP,
which occurs in the vicinity of An50.

One physical parameter whose behavior between
the l imiting compositions of the intermediate plagio-
clase range has not been conclusively established is
the reciprocal lattice vector s defined by Bown and
Gay (1958). The results of Gay (1956), also presented
by Bown and Gay (1958),  appear to show a
cont inuous var iat ion of  s  across the cr i t ica l
composition of An50. Similar work carried out by
Doman, Cinnamon, and Bailey (1956), however, in-
dicated separate linear trends with a discontinuity at
An50.

Clearly, further accurate data on s would be of
value. Also, as the effect of minor element chemistry
(especially orthoclase content), deviation from stoi-
chiometry, and exact temperature, pressure, and Psp
history of a specimen on s has not been established, it
is of particular interest to examine the variation of s
within a cogenetic series of plagioclases.

A disadvantage of the single crystal X-ray tech-
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TlgI-s l. Percentages of Orthoclase, Albite, and Anorthite, the
Length s ( in A- ' )  and Approximare hkt  of  s (wi th /  = l0)  for

Broken Hi l l  Soecimens

Specimen 0r

P 2
P 3
P 4

P 5
P 6
P 7
P 8

1  2  6 4 . 7  3 3  9 1 0 . 6 i
0 . 7  6 2 . r  3 7  . 2 ! 1  . 5
0  4  5 5 . 2  4 4 . 5 ! 2  3

1  0  4 6  6  5 2 . 4 x 0  7
o . 4  4 4 . 9  5 4 . 4 ! 1  4
t . s  3 7 . 4  6 1  1 1 1  5
0 . 5  5 1  1  6 8  6 1 1  0

0 029 t0  002**  -3  3  0
0 . 0 2 1 4 1 0  0 0 0 3  - 3  3  - I  6
0  0 1 7 5 1 0  0 0 0 5  - 3  2  - 2 . 4

0 . 0 1 8 1 1 0 . 0 0 0 9  - 2  7  - 3 . 1
0 . 0 1 7 3 1 0 . 0 0 0 9  - 2 . 6  - 3  1
0  0 1 1 7 1 0 . 0 0 0 6  - 2 . 1  - 3  8
0 . 0 1 0  1 0 . 0 0 2  0 . 6  - 1 6 . 8

1 0 . 0
1 0 0
1 0 0

1 0 0
1 0 . 0
1 0 . 0
t 0  0

I:l1e estinated spread in An content for each spealren.
?he et@dand eryor in the mem of s foy eaeh soeeinen.

nique used by previous workers is that the orientation
of tricl inic crystals is awkward and time-consuming.
Transmission electron microscopy (Trna) is a tech-
nique which can quick ly  and easi ly  prov ide random
sections of reciprocal space, using selected area elec-

ooo
Frc. l. [3ll] reciprocal lattice section for P7. The 130 lattice

vector, the direction s-, and the angle 0 are illustrated.

FIc. 2. Analysis of four zones (axes marked without brackets)

for P7. For each zone, the trace of the reciprocal lattice section,

the vector s*, and the hkl used are plotted, except in the case of

[3 l l ] ,  where,  to avoid confusion,  only the p-s-  p lane is  drawn.

tron diffraction (Slrn). A further advantage of TEM
is that any chemical inhomogeneity on a fine scale,
e.g., exsolution in one of the plagioclase unmixing
gaps, is evident.

In this context, a method has now been devised to
obtain s from several such sections with a degree of
accuracy which appears satisfactory both from the
statistical estimate of the errors involved and from
the consistency of the results obtained. A cogenetic
series of plagioclases has been thus examined, with
the results described below.

Experimental method

The samples used in this study were a suite of
plagioclases separated from the metamorphosed gab-
bros of the amphibolite-granulite facies of Broken
Hill, New South Wales. These rocks are fully de-
scribed by Binns (1962). The plagioclase com-
positions were determined by electron-probe mi-
croanalysis, at least twenty different spot analyses
being mdde of each separated feldspar, thus giving a
reliable value for the average compositions, and an
estimate of the spread of composition in each sample.
The results are included in Table l

The specimens were prepared for Tru by pipetting
a suspension of f inely crushed grains in alcohol on to
a carbon-coated copper grid, and evaporating the
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Ftc.  3.  [010]  project ion of  S Open c i rc les:  resul t  for  Broken
Hi l l  specimens ( the radius :  the angular  error) ;  fu l l  c i rc les:  resul ts
for unmixed specimens, or poles of planes and directions of axes,
as marked;  crosses:  resul ts for  Skaergaard specimens The data of
Bown and Gay (1958) are spread about the great  c i rc le jo in ing

(103) and (02T) approximately.

alcohol. They were examined on a AEI EM6G electron
microscope, and many S,leo patterns of each speci-
men were taken.

All the plagioclases showed (a) and (e) reflections,
while those of composition An ) 50 showed (f) satel-
lites also. The (e) reflections were diffuse for the more
sodic specimens, and both (e) and (f) reflections were

Flc.  4 Plot  of  s versus composi t ion ( in 7o An);  c i rc les:  Skaer-
gaard specimens.

FIc 5(a) Section of reciprocal lattice model, projected down

[010] c '  is  the di rect ion normal  to [010]  and to a+ The project ion

of  s for  each specimen is label led.  Uni ts are A- '  l0- t .  Arrows grve
direct ion of  increasing An.

sharp for the more calcic. The reciprocal lattice sec-
tions which were of low enough order to be indexed
unequivocally, and which showed clear (e) andlor (f)
pairs, were indexed using a computer program writ-
ten by Booth, Gittos, and Wilkes (1974).

In each section, the angle between the projection of
s(s^) and a known reciprocal lattice vector hkl was
measured, as i l lustrated in Figure l. The separation
2s- was also measured for at least four different pairs
of(e) or (f) reflections in each section indexed, and an
average value of J- calculated.

For a given reciprocal lattice section, s l ies in the
plane containing the zone axis p and s-. The inter-
section of these planes for several different sections of
the same specimens gives s.

For each specimen, at least four different recipro-
cal lattice sections were measured, and plotted stereo-
graphically. As an example, the results for P7 are
shown in Figure 2. The sm-p planes were found to
intersect in a small polygon (indicating a reliable
result) whose centroid = 3, the unit vector repre-
senting the direction of s, for P7.

In a g iven rec iprocal  la t t ice sect ion,  J ,  the
magnitude of s, is given by

s : s-/cos d

where @ is the angle between sm and s. This

Ftc. 5(b) Second orthogonal section, projected down a*.
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-a a
Frc. 5(c) Third orthogonal section, projected down c,.

relationship results from the 'spiking' of reciprocal
lattice points in the direction normal to a thin crystal,
and is accurate so long as care is taken to keep the
thin crystal normal to the beam. An average of J was
obtained for each specimen, with a small spread of
values about the mean.

A computer program was written to perform the
same operations by methods of vector algebra, and to
estimate the errors associated with the mean values of
S and s, thus allowing the treatment of several sec-
tions to become a simple routine. The algebra and
statistics used are given in the Appendix.

The results obtained for S and s are produced in
Table l, and plotted in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.

Results

The results of Table I are best represented as a
model of reciprocal space, so that the variation of 3
and J can be seen simultaneously. Three orthogonal
sections of the model are illustrated in Figure 5a, b,
and c. Clearly there is not a continuous variation, but
some discontinuity appears between P4 and P6.

From Figures 3 and 4, both S and s follow the

general trend established by Bown and Gay (1958),
but a discontinuity at -An50 is apparent.

The parameter 0", used by Gay (1956) and Doman
et al (1965), was also calculated, as

d" :  180 ( l  -  s 'c)

where s' is the component of s parallel to [001]. The
results are plotted in Figure 6, along with the l inear
trends drawn by Doman et al (1965) and by Gay
(1956) as the best f it to their scatter ofd" values. The
Broken Hill results parallel the two trend lines of
Doman et al (1965) but l ie consistently on the side of
higher 6".

Discussion

While the results for the Broken Hil l plagioclases
pointed to a discontinuity in s, the number of data
points was small in comparison with the previous X-
ray data. The estimated errors in the mean value of s
were lower than the comparable errors quoted by
Gay (1956) for most specimens. To check the signifi-
cance of differences in accuracy, two of the specimens
investigated by Gay (1956) were re-examined. These
were specimens 23 and 15, quoted as An4l from the
Skaergaard Ferrogabbro,  and An50 f rom the
Skaergaard Middle Gabbro, respectively.

The results obtained were in close agreement with
the results of Gay (1956). They are plotted along with
the Broken Hil l results on Figures 3 and 4. Specimen
15 fits well on the anorthit ic extreme of the more
sodic plagioclases, but specimen 23 does not conform

o 50 100

Frc.  6.  Plot  ofd"  indegreesversuscomposi t ion in percentAn.

Sol id l ine:  data of  Doman et  a l  (1965);  broken l ine:  data of  Cay
(1956):  c i rc les:  Broken Hi l l  specimens.
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Spec inen Loca l i t y Or

T,qeLe 2.  Local i t ies and Composi t ions of  Unmixed
Specimens Mentioned in the Text

Defining g,

we can calculate
sm planes

8 i : P i X S m i

the intersection of the ith andTth p-

s i r : 8 r X B , r

Each s,, is multiplied by an implicit weighting factor
)r,j, where w;; is the sine of the angle between the
intersecting planes, placing the highest weight on
those which are most nearly perpendicular. Then

3 : )s;;, normalized,

the sum over \C intersections, where n is the number
of reciprocal lattice planes considered. We can also
calculate 9, the angular error in S, after normaliz-
l l lg S;;,  ?S

cos ry' ; ;  :  sl i .S

rL : 20itw,t/ t \C(wt; - l ) \

To calculate s, we have ,? results for Jt

sr = .t-i/cosdi

and we can calculate the mean

; :  Zst/n

No weighting was used, as for both (e) reflections of a

pair to appear clearly in the section, d < 30o. The
error in the mean value of s was estimated as

o : Zy/(s" - st'z)/f 1@ - 2)nl
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